Whether it’s a short break for your kids from playing, a treat for yourself during a city walk or the perfect completion of a nice dinner - ice cream is one of our absolute favorite delights, not just during summertime. Mondi has the capacity and ability to produce highly specialized packaging for the ice cream industry, that faces some particular challenges: It has to withstand deepfreezing, protect the packed product from external influences and it needs to be convenient for the end consumer. Amongst the solutions offered by Mondi are cone sleeves, cone lids, push up tubes, squeeze up tubes, squeeze up lids, all kinds of film for stick products or multipacks and all kinds of boxes for multipacks or cake-type products. Completable Mondi high quality of printing ensures differentiation at the POS.

Your advantages:
- Easy to open
- Convenient
- Complementary sets for diverse applications

Find out what Mondi offers in this sweet food category.
Technical Details

**CONE SLEEVE**
mainly used in the ice cream industry, various sizes available
- lacquer
- alu
- adhesive
- Kraft Paper
- PE

**CONE LIDS**
complementary set of cone sleeve
- lacquer
- ink
- GC1 and GC2 quality cardboard
- LDPE

**PUSH UP TUBES**
As market leader for this product, we export 100% of it. The demand for cardboard tubes is increasing.
- lacquer
- ink
- paper
- PE

**FLOW WRAPS**
available with mono layer films or multilayer, high printing quality
- OPP/OPP
- OPP/met OPP
- OPP

**SQUEEZE UP LID**
complementary set of squeeze up tubes
- embossing
- alu
- adhesive
- LDPE

**SQUEEZE UP TUBES**
As one of the few manufacturers for squeeze up tubes, we export the majority.
- lacquer
- ink
- PE
- cardboard

**PAPER CUP**
Cardboard cups, available in various sizes
- lacquer
- ink
- cardboard
- LDPE

**PAPER CUP LID**
complementary set of paper cups
- lacquer
- ink
- cardboard
- LDPE

**MULTIPACK BOXES**
offset boxes
- lacquer
- ink
- cardboard